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Abstract

Here are a few thoughts on using magnetic �elds to control

radiation produced by an � GeV proton beam� Basic result is that the

transverse kick p� available within a nuclear cascade is of order ��B�i

which takes a value of about �� MeV for a ��� T �eld in iron� Since

this is to be compared to a typical hadronic transverse momentum of

��� MeV in the nuclear interactions� it is clear that a rather specialized

application would be the only purpose in modifying a cascade using

such low �elds� I will pass this along in hopes that it sparks a useful

idea for someone or perhaps saves someone from further time lost�

� Introduction

Since I occupy an o�ce which is directly above the Booster L	 extraction
area
 I have a direct interest in shielding the � GeV transfers� Discussions
of the problem occur near my o�ce so I have some familiarity with the
problem
 and I was asked what could be done with permanent magnets to
bend the particles produced by the protons which are lost in the extraction
process� Here are some thoughts� But remember
 I have never done a
shielding calculation nor have I really simulated a nuclear shower�

� Bending in a Nuclear Cascade

We assume that we are into the high energy regime where one can charac�
terize a shower by a nuclear interaction length
 a typical multiplicity or sec�
ondary momentum and a characteristic transverse momentum �� 	�� MeV�
If we produce the shower in iron
 the characteristic interaction length is ��
cm� For � GeV protons
 the typical secondary pion or kaon has a momentum
of a few hundred MeV and thereby typical angles of up to a radian� I don�t
know what the inelasticity of the initial collision is so I don�t know what
momentum the incident proton maintains�

The magnetic �eld as perhaps provide one of the following functions�
trapping
 de�ection
 or focusing�

� Trapping requires a �eld of radius � which has a magnetic �eld of

B �
��p

�	�
��
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where B is the �eld in Tesla
 p is the particle momentum in GeV�c

and � is in meters� Only very low momentum particles can be trapped
in the space we are considering for additional shielding�

� De�ection is characterized by the transverse momentum imparted by
the �eld before the next nuclear interaction� If �i is the nuclear inter�
action length
 we can create a transverse kick of p�

p� � �	B�i ��

Using ��� T and ���� m for B and �i we get a kick of only ���� GeV�

� I don�t have a handy formula to estimate the focusing possibilities�

At this point
 we are not encouraged to believe we can do great things with
magnetic �elds�

� Geometries Available for Solid Iron Permanent

Magnets

Creating magnetic �elds with solid iron is quite easy with coils of wire�
Fields near iron saturation are easily achieved at relatively low power� Such
systems have been widely studied in the context of shielding for neutrino
experiments� I am writing this note in view of the possibility that the �exi�
bility of mixing geometries in ways which are only sensible using permanent
magnets to drive the �elds may provide advantages which haven�t been rec�
ognized until now� The low energy combined with the recent availability
of permanent magnet materials may provide new options� In a simple iron
circuit with no gap
 driven by ferrite or other CSEM materials
 one can es�
timate the �eld as simply that given by the Br of the material� This will be
reduced by

R
Hdl through the iron �assume H � Hc where ��Hc � 	�����

T�� Compare the integral through the iron to the integral of B through the
CSEM� Some factor of enhancement can be obtained geometrically by �ux
concentration� Typical available CSEM �Current Sheet Equivalent Materi�
als materials are shown in this table�

Br � �� � �� � ���
Material Ferrite SmCo� NdFeB
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Dipole-like Configurations

B

a)  Horizonal Bending
b)  Vertical Bending

Quadrupole-like Configurations

d)  Skew Quad

e)  Normal Quad

c)  Half-Solenoid Configuration

X

X

X

Figure �� Some �eld shapes available with CSEM and Iron�
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A few interesting con�gurations for ferrite�driven iron magnets are shown
in Figure �� Initially
 I imagine all of these shapes as end views as viewed
from a beam particle� Here are some con�gurations for discussion�

�� Using the bending magnet b
 one can de�ect positive particles back
down�

�� Alternatively
 one can use it to get the positive particles high enough
to follow it with magnets of con�guration a which will then provide
a side de�ection�

	� Perhaps one can use the half�quad con�gurations to provide a focusing
channel�� The solenoidal con�guration can also provide focusing�

�� Finally
 note that con�guration b can be rotated by ��o �so as to
have �B parallel to the direction of the beam to be shielded to pro�
vide a horizontal de�ection to all particles which have a �nite vertical
component� Here
 we can build a �exible modular design with ferrite
at about ��� T �eld but can also build a fairly simple structure with
copper driving coils which would easily provide � � T�

� Summary

I conclude that there are di�erent and intriguing con�gurations which would
employ CSEMmaterial to add magnetic e�ects to the shielding for an � GeV
beam� Simple arguments suggest that the fundamental e�ects are not large�
Only a detailed understanding of the real source of the critical background
particles could provide an opportunity to actually help�

Since hadronic cross sections fall with energy until the multi�GeV region
is reached
 the mean path length at lower energies will tend to be shorter
than �� cm�

It is noted however
 that an iron shield which is magnetized with a large
Bz � �T can spread the beam with a transverse kick of about ��� MeV
per interaction length for vertical particles
 dropping to ��� sin � where �
is the angle between the �eld and the particle under consideration� This is
still not comparable to the 	�� MeV which characterizes a typical hadronic
interaction but may usefully modify a marginal situation�


